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Case Study in Support of Free Cash Flow Investing video 
 

This research report includes case studies for the two companies which were discussed in the 
“Free Cash Flow Investing” video.   When Mr. Markowski was the director research for 
StockDiagnostics.com, he ran a screen to find all public companies which had free cash flow 
yields of greater than 50% based on their market capitalizations and their trailing 12 months 
(TTM) Free Cash Flow.  At that time there were only two out of all U.S. publicly traded 
companies, TRM and Investools that he discovered which had a free cash flow yield in excess of 
50% and which also had no debt.   
 
The share prices of both TRM and Investools began to morph shortly after being discovered.  
Within 14 months TRM shares had increased by more than 20 times in price.  Investools’ share 
price multiplied by more than 50 times prior to being acquired by Ameritrade.  The video 
entitled “Free Cash Flow Investing” explains the 50% Free Cash Flow yield phenomenon and 
why any company having this cash flow yield anomaly has immediate and significant upside 
potential.  The returns cited for the investor in the video were real.   See buy and sell confirms 
below.     
 
The four year chart for TRM below illustrates how a minimum Free Cash Yield of 50% was 
utilized to recommend the buying and holding of TRM’s shares when they were trading below 
$1.00.  See Q2-2002 @ $0.85 example.  The multiplication of TRM’s share price to $20.21 in Q1-
2005 and its yield falling below 2% was the sell signal at $20.21 that produced a profit of more 
than 20 times.     

http://trophyinvestinglive.com/videos/visionary-analyst/
https://www.investools.com/about
http://trophyinvestinglive.com/videos/visionary-analyst/
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TRM Corp. is a classic textbook case or example of why free cash flow metrics are the ultimate 
arbiters to determine the valuation for and the health of every company.  The chart below 
depicts that TRM’s share price skyrocketed during the 10 consecutive quarters in which it’s 
trailing 12 month (TTM) Free Cash Flow increased.  Simultaneous with TRM’s share price 
peaking at 12/31/04 its Free Cash Yield (5.0%) and Free Cash Flow growth rate (3.3%) at the 
bottom of the Q4-04 column in the table above reached their lowest levels for the 10 quarters.  
The following quarter (Q1-05) TRM shares became extremely over valued and provided a sell 
signal when its Free Cash Flow growth rate decreased by 79.5% and its Free Cash Yield declined 
to 1.2%.  TRM’s share price and cash flow metrics continued with precipitous declines.   
 
What happened to TRM is textbook.  The Free Cash Flow metrics were used by investors to 
invest into TRM just prior to its share price multiplying enabled them to sell the shares out at 
the top when its free cash flow went into reverse.  Most importantly, those investors who 
utilized anything but free cash metrics to get into TRM for gains of up to 20 times their 
investments within 20 months would have been tempted to get back into TRM when the shares 
fell to below $10.00.  The free cash flow metrics provides an investor with the discipline to 
avoid the temptation to get back in upon a significant price correction happening for a stock 
that they made a lot of money on.  This was especially the case for TRM.  It’s Free Cash Flow 
metrics gave a sell signal in Q1-05 with its share price at $20.21.  Due to its annualized revenue 
growth accelerating to above 30% over its next three quarters (Q2-05-Q4-05) and its share price 
falling to below $10 in Q4-05 it would have been very difficult for an investor to resist the 
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temptation to get back in.   Had they done so they would have probably lost more than they 
had made.  The following graph provides a comparison of the cumulative total shareholder 
return for the period December 31, 2002 through December 31, 2007 for a TRM share as 
compared to the returns for the NASDAQ Stock Market (US) and (iii) the NASDAQ Retail Trade 
Index, in each case assuming the investment of $100 on December 31, 2002 and the 
reinvestment of any dividends.   
 

 
 
Investools’ chart below is another example of a yield of above 50% representing extreme 
undervaluation of a company’s share price and market cap.  It had a 65% yield when I 
discovered the company in Q2-2003 at $0.17 per share.   
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Investools’ chart below depicts that its annualized Free Cash Flow grew by as much as 2,147.6% 
and was positive for 14 consecutive quarters.     
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Investools is also classic text book case for shares being insanely undervalued.  The gentleman 
who is mentioned in the “Free Cash Flow Investing” video above followed my 
recommendations to buy and sell the shares of the two companies implicitly.  He purchased 
shares of Investools at $0.24 and five months later he purchased more shares at $0.73, an 
increase of 200% over the price he paid five months earlier.   In this case Free Cash Flow metrics 
were utilized to defy conventional wisdom and logic.   Instead of selling for a 200% profit he 
instead bought more shares.  His long term capital gains were 60 times for his first and 20 times 
for his second batch.    
 
Investools’ trailing 12 months (TTM) Earnings and EBITDA growth rates depicting positive 
growth for only 7/14 quarters and 6/14 quarters respectively are classic textbook cases of why 
Earnings and EBITDA are not reliable to identify and hold significantly undervalued investment 
opportunities.  Despite Investools’ Earnings and EBITDA being sporadic throughout the 14 
quarters its shares increased consistently from $0.17 to $7.94.        
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Summary 
The Free Cash Flow growth and Free Cash Flow yield metrics identify extremely undervalued 
investment opportunities.  Both of the Free Cash Flow metrics can be utilized as sell signals 
when a company’s free or operating cash flow deteriorates or the company becomes 
overvalued.  Best of all cash flow metrics can be used to extend holding periods to maximize 
capital gains and minimize taxes.  The “Free Cash Flow Investing” video is highly recommended.   
 
The following are key articles about or by Mr. Markowski* which are highly recommended:  
 

Forbes.com 
“Markowski goes with the Flow” 
 

SmartMoney.com 
“Best Stock Picker on Wall Street” 

 
Opportunist Magazine 
“Markowski-Crowdfunding Predicted to become largest Digital industry in the world” 

 
Fortune Magazine 
“Top picks from 50 Great Investors” (Fortune pick gained 300%) 
 

Inc. Magazine 
”High Concept: How to Spot an Enron”. 

http://trophyinvestinglive.com/videos/visionary-analyst/
https://www.forbes.com/2003/07/30/cz_em_0730markowski.html
http://web.archive.org/web/20101128091838/http:/stockdiagnostics.com/news_112403.htm
http://opportunistmagazine.com/33380-2/
http://web.archive.org/web/20101128091430/http:/stockdiagnostics.com/1_Fortune_investor_guide_December_2003.pdf
http://www.inc.com/magazine/20021201/24916.html
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*Equities Magazine 
“Have Wall Street’s Brokers been Pigging Out?” 

 
Fortune and Equities Magazine stock picking Contests 

“Markowski outperforms Cramer and Gabelli”   
 
 
 

 
  
 
 
 

http://www.michaelmarkowski.net/resources/Have%20wall%20street's%20brokers%20been%20pigging%20out%20-%20september%202007.PDF
http://trophyinvestinglive.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/MM-stock-picking-contests-content-for-TI-11-11-17.2.pdf

